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SUMMARY
An investigation has been conducted in the Langley 4- by &foot
supersonic pressure tunnel at a Mach number’of 2.01 to determine the
static stability and control characteristics of a canard-@pe missile
configurationwith large deflections of the canard controls and with
deflection of wing-tip controls. The missile had cruciform wings and
csnard surfaces of delta plan form with TOO swept leading edges snd
had a body finess ratio of 15.7.
The results of the investigation indicated that with a 30° deflec-
tion of the csmard control a msximum trim normal-force coefficient
of 0.4 and a nmdmm trim angle of attack of 12° might be obtained for
the optimum center-of-gravity loc?ltion. The ssme values of normal force
and angle of attack might be obtained with considerably less chord force
by simultaneously deflecting the canard control 12° and the wing-tip
control -20°. Defletting the ailerons on the vertical wings resulted
in greater rolling moments, higher adverse yawing mcments, and slightly
higher chord force than did deflections of the aileron on the horizon-
tal wing. Deflections of the verticsl canard through an angle-of-a~
rsmge resulted in large variations of induced roll, directional control,
and lateral force above an eagle of attack of 10° that might lead to
complicated flight control problems.
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ItWRODUCTION
EL connection with the development of
canard controls, an Investigation his been
4- by l-foot supersonic pressure tunnel to
and lateral aerodynamic characteristics of
tions l The models had cruciform wings and
plan form with 70° swept leading edges and
movable canard surfaces for both pitch and
wing-tip ailerons for roll control.
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missile configurationswith
conducted in the Iangley
determine the longitzldinal
a series of such configura-
canerd controls of delta
were equl.ppedwith &lL-
yaw control and movable
The results of an investigation of the effects of body length on
the longitudinal stability and control characteristics of these mis-
siles at a Mach number of 2.01 are presented in reference 1. The aero-
_c c~ac~~stics of the c~d sw’faces in the presence of one
of the bodies at a Mach nuiber of 1.61- are presented in reference 2.
This paper presents the res~ts of an investigation made at a Mach
number Of 2.01 to determine the effects of Wge deflections of the
canard control and deflections of the wing-tip controls on the stabil-
ity and control characteristics of a missile having a body fineness
ratio of 15.7.
\
COEFFICIENTS AND SYMEXS
The results of the tests are presented as standard WA cc&’fi-
cients of forces and moments. The data are referred to the body-axis
system (fig. 1) with the reference mcment center located at -19.5 per-
cent of the wing mean aerodynamic chord (6.25 body dismeters forward
of the base of the body).
T& coefficients and synibolsare defined as follows:
% normal-force coefficient (N/qS)
C(-J chord-force coefficient (C!/qS)
“% pitching-moment coefficient (M*/qSE)
Cn yawing-moment
Cy lateral-force
coefficient (N’/qSE)
coefficient (Y/qS)
.;:y
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cl rolling-mment
N nomal force
c chord force
M’
N’
Y
L
~
s.
E
b
M
x
CL
$
5
subscripts:
v
H
coefficient (L/@b)
pitching mmnent
yaxlmg moment
lateral force
rolling mcment
,
free-stream dynamic pressure
total wing area (two panels) resulting from extending the
wing leading edge and trailing edge to the body center
wing mean aerodynamic chord
wing span
Mach nwiber
distance along body axis
singleof attack, deg
roll angle, deg
control deflection, deg
V13rtiCd canard
horizontal canaxd
I
symmetrical deflection of wing-tip ailero
differential deflection of wing-tip ailerons
trim , [
I
3
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MODEL AND APPARATUS
Details of the model are shown in figure 2
acteristics of the model are presented in table
and the gemetric char-
1. The body of the
model had a ftneness ratio M- 15.7 and was composed of a pa&bolic nose
followed by a frustmn of a cone which was faired into a cylinder. Coor-
dinates for the body are given in table II. The cansxd surfaces and the
wing had delta plan forms with 70° swept leading edges and hexagonal
sections. Tip ailerons of triangular plan fomn.were provided on one
pair of wings on+y. The horizontal canard was motor driven md deflec-
tions up to 12° could be set remotely. Il?flectionsof the vertical
capard apd of the ailerons were made manually.
Force and moment measurements were made through the use of a six-
ccmponent internal strain-gage balance. The model was mounted in the
tunnel on a rem-tielycontrollable rotary-type sting. For the present
investigation, roll angles of only 0° and 90° were used. The sting
angle rsmge was from 0° to about 27°.
TESTS AND CORRECTIONS
Test Conditions
The conditions for the tests were:
Machntier . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...2.01
Reynolds number, based onwing M.A.C. . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.47 x l&
Stagnation pressure, atzn. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...1.0
Stagnation temperature, OF. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..l10
The stagnation dew point was maintained sufficie@y low (-25° F or
less) so that no condensation effects were encountered in the test
section.
Corrections and Accuracy
The singleof attack was corrected for the deflection of the balance
and sting under load. The Mach nunibervariation in the test section was
appro-tely W .01 and the flow-angle vsxiation in the vertical and
horizontal planes tid not exceed about ~0 .1°. No corrections were
applied to the data to account for these flow variations. The base pres-
sure was measured snd the chord force was adjusted to a base pressure
eqyal to the free-stresm static pressure.
.- ——-.—. —. . — _, —._ .—. ——-. .—-
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follows:
CN . . .
cc. . .
cm”””
cn“. =
Cy . . .
C2 . . .
a, deg .
q),deg .
5, deg .
estimated
. . . . .
. . . . .
. . . . .
. . . . .
. . . . .
. . . . .
. . . . .
. . . . .
. ...0
errors in the
. . . . . . .
. . . . . . .
. . . . . . . .
. . . . . . .
. . . . . . .
. . . . . . .
. . . . . . .
. . . . . . .
. ..*.. .
individual measured
. . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . .
.“
. . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . .
quwtities are as
~o,@
. . . . .. .
to l 002. . ...*
“+0.CX)04. . ...0 -
. . . . .
. w.o~
. . . . . . to .001
to .0004. . . . . .
l . . . . .
*().1
. . . . . .
i-o-l
to.1. . . . . .
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Longitudinal Stability and Control
Effect of large deflections of canard controls.- The results pre-
sented in figure 3 were obtained at a roll angle of 90° (corre-
sponding to the sideslip plane) with the vertical &nards deflected as
the controlling surface. The pitching-mment and nomal-force coeffi-
cients shown were obtained from the yawing-moment and lateral-force
measurements. The variations of @j CC, and ~ with a for con-
trol deflections up to 30° (fig. 3) indicates little change in total
lift due to deflection but large increases in Cc with deflection.
The pitching effectiveness decreases considerablywith increasing angle
of attack and deflection until at a = 200, the 30° deflected control
was no more effective than the 200 &flected control. The variations
‘f % = o)’ “ ‘d c% with control deflection are fairly linear
I
(fig. ~). For a control deflection of 30°themaximum trim angle of
attack is 6.6° and the ~ trh CN is 0.23. ~ese resd-ts me
for a center-of-gravitylocation (moment reference point) at -19.5 per-
cent of the wing mean aerodynamic chord. Because of the linearity of
the pitching-moment curves it might be expected that the center of
gravity couldbe shifted rearward so that the static margin maybe
reduced and the controllability increased. The results presented in
figure ~ indicate that the center-of-gravitylocation couldbe shifted
to at least -4.5 percent of the mean aerodynamic chord without the
occurrence of second trim points for any control deflection and the
resulting trim angle of attack then is about 12° with a corresponding
trti CN of about 0.4. The feasibility of such a shift in the center-
.
of-gravity location for a specific missile would, of course, depend
upon the weight distribution of the missile. Hence, from a practical
.—.———..—.
_.——.. — .—
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standpoint, it may not be possible to obtain a center-of-gravityloca-
tion as far aft as 4.5 percent of the wing mean aerodynamic chord.
Effect of syme tricsl deflections of the wing-tip control.- At-a
roll angle of W (correspondingto the angle-of-attackplane), the
wing-tip controls that would ordinaril.ybe used for rolJ_control were
deflected symnetricall.yas pitch controls. For a deflection of -20°
the resulting trim angle of attack is about 3.3° (fig. 6), which is
equivalent to that produced by a canard deflection of about 9°. (See
fig. 4.) Ahorizontal—canar d deflection of 12° (shown on fig. 6) pro-
duced a trim angle of about 4.5° and, when deflected simultaneously
with a tip-control deflection of -20°, the trti angle of attack is
about 6.90. This angle is about the ssme as that produced with ~ = ~“
at 90° roll (fig. 4). It is probable that the center-of-gratity loca-
tion couldbe shifted for the results shown in figure 6 by the same
amount as that shown in figure 5 (from 0.1955 to -0.0456), so that trzbn
angles of about 12° might be expected frrmnthe combined deflections
of ~ = 12° ~d 8a~ = -20°. For those cases where the tip control-a
are deflected symetrictiy, the variation of pitching effectiveness
with a is essentially linear.
An advantage tobe gained frm theuse of tip controls for longi-
tudinal trim results frcm the fact that lower chord forces at high
angles of attack maybe obtained in this manner (fig. 6). The chord
force resulting from deflection of the cansxd surfaces tends to increase
with a, since the singleof attack of the canard continues to increase
with u. For the tip ailerons located aft of the center of gravity,
however, the chord force due to deflection decreases with a, since the
angle of attackof the ailerons decreases initialdyas a is increased.
For E& = -20° the chord force due to deflection decreases with u
until at a = 20° the chord force is about equal to
with unreflected controls.
Ih cfnnparisonto the results obtained for large
cansxd (fig. 3), it apyears that smaller deflections
con$mction with wing-tip controls might produce the
of attack with considerably less chord force.
Lateral control
that for the model
deflections of the
of the canard in
ssme trim angles
Effect of differential deflections of the wing-tip control.- The
effectiveness of the wing-tip aileron was investigated at = 00
(ailerons in horizontal plane) and at @ = 900 (aileron inpvertical
plane) (fig. 7). The ailerons deflected on the vertical wing resulted
in greater rolling moments, higher adverse yawing moments, and a
slightly higher chord force than did the aileron on the horizonti wing.
The rolling moment produced by aileron deflection at q = 0° is in
—
.
———. ___ .. ___ _____
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reasonably good agreement with that predicted by the method of refer-
ence 3. The larger rolling moment produced at q = 90° probably
results from an increase in the lift effectiveness of the control on
the lower wing panel as the angle of attack is increased, simZkr to
that shown in reference 2 for a pitch control as the angle of sideslip
is increased.
Effect of Angle of Attack on the Stabili_& Characteristics
with the Vertical Canard Deflected
Induced roll.- A rolling moment is induced on the wings of a
canard-type missile at an angle of attack when the forward control sur- l
face is deflected to produce a change in the angle of sideslip. This
type of’induced roll i$ shown for a simiUar configuration in reference 4
and the characteristic result is that shown in figure 8. TIE initial
negative rolling moment pro%ably results primarily frm the vorticity
of the lower vertical canard panel acting on both the vertical and hori-
zontal -s. The change toward positive roll occurs as the field of
vorticity from the lower csnard passes around the body and influences a
positive roll from the vertical wings. At values of a above 20°, the
induced roll for each control deflection is about the ssme and reduces
toward zero roll as an indication that the wings are progressively
moving out of the field of vorticity frm the canard surfaces.
Directional control.- The directional control effectiveness, is
essentially linear up to a * 10° but then becomes quite dependent
upon the angle of attack with large c@nges in effactiveness indicated
in the a range from 10° to 260 (fig. 8). Similar tren~ would occur
in the variation of pitching effectiveness with sideslip for We pitch
control. This variation may be associated with the geometric plan fdmn
of the wing in such a manner that a greater portion of the wing area is
affected as the field of vorticity from the vertical canards moves
upward. As a result, the increased lateral force at the wing would
tend to reduce the moment produced by the canards. Such a variation
would complicate the missile control problem, inasmuch as the smount
of control deflection required for a given mnuever or the moment pro-
duced by a given control deflection would be Ufferent depending upon
the attitude of the missile.
Lateral force.- The flight behavior of the missile might be fur-
ther ccqlicated by the effect of ~ on the variation of Cy with a
(fig. 8). Large changes in the Variation of CY with ~ occur up
to a = 18°, after which this effect decreases rapidly up to a = 26°.
This variation may result partly from the previously discussed induced
lateral.force on the vertical wing from the lower vertical canard field
-.. — ..— ...=— —— — —— . .— —
—— ... —- —-
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of vorticity and partly from the increased loading on the lwer verti-
cal canard itself as the angle of attack is increased. k addition,
the field of vorticity frmn the canards’may affect the characteristics
of the body itself. A similar variation in the normal-force deriva-
tives with sideslip might be exyected to occur ad as a consequence a
change in sideslip required for a lateral maneuver might also result
in a large change in normal acceleration.
The results of tests made
CONCLUSIONS
at a Mach number of 2.01 to determine
the effects of large deflections of a canard control and deflections
of a wing-tip cont~ol on the static-stabilityand induced-roll char-
acteristics of a cruciform canard-type missile indicated the following
conclusions:
1. Fairly linear variations of pitching-mmnent coefficient, trim
norJJd-fOrCe coefficient, and trim angle of attack with canard deflec-
tion might be obtained with a maximm trim normal-force coefficient
of 0.4 and a max3mum trim angle of attack of 12° being possible with
a canard deflection of 30° for the optimm center-of-gravitylocation.
2. A -20° deflection of the
a 12° canard deflection produced
force coefficient and trim angle
tion alone but with considerably
wing-tip controls in conjunction with
about the same ~ trim normal-
of attick as did 30° of canard deflec-
less chord force.
3. Deflected ailerons on the vertical wing resulted in greater
rolling maments, higher adverse yawing mments, and a slightly higher
chord force than did the aileron on the horizontal wing.
4. Deflections of the vertical canard through the angle of attack
range resulted in large variations of induced roll, directional control,
and lateral force, particularly at an angle of attack above about 10°.
EHmilar variations would be expected in the pitching moment and normal
force for a deflected horizontal canard operating through a sideslip-angle
range. Such variations might lead to complicated flight control prob-
lems for the type of missile considered.
Langley Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Cmmittee for Aeronautics,
La@.ey Meld, Vs., October 16, 1953.
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TABLE I.- GEOMETRIC CHARACTERISTICS OF MODEL
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wings :
sP=,~*.=.......*9=- ““** ooo o””
Chord at bodycenterline, in. . . . . . . . . . . . .
Chord at body intersection, in. . . . . . . . . . . . .
Chord at aileron break ltie, in. . . . . . . . . . . .
Area (leadl.ngand trailing edges of one pair of panels
extended to body center-lime), sq iq. . . . . .
Area (exposed), sq in... . . . . . . . . . . .
AsPect ratio ..’...... . . . . . . . . . .
Sweep angle of leading edge, deg . . . . . . . .
l%iclmess ratio at body center line . . . . . . .
Thichess ratio at aileron break lihe . . . . . .
Leading edge angle normal to leading edge, deg .
Mean aerodynamic chord, in. (referenced to total
area of one pair of panels) . .
Aileron:
Area, sh in. . . . . . . . . . .
Mean aerodynamic chord . . . . .
Thichess ratio at break line . .
Canard surfaces:
Area (exposed), sq in. . . . . .
Aspect ratio . . . . . ..o . .
Sweep angle of leading edge, deg
Mean aerodynamic chord, in.
Thickness, percent chord .
Body:
Maximum diameter, in. . . .
Bsmearea, sh in......
Length, in. . . . . . . . .
Fineness ratio . . . . . .
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u .853
: 17.069
. 13.407
l 4.606
. 104.8
64.I_6
: 1.404
70
: 0.0147
. 0.0543
. 15.6
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
l
.
.
.
.
.
11.4a
3.201
3.071
0.039
6.406
1.73
70
2.576
4.1
2.666
5.583
42.0
15.7
—
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TA13LJII.- EODY COORDINM!ES
Body station, REdlhls,
in. in.
o 0
.297 .076
.627 .156
.956 .233
1.285
.307
1.615 .378
1.945 .445
2.275 *5W
2.605 l573
2.936 .627
3.267 .682
2.598 .732
3.929 ;::;
4.260
4.592 .865
4.923 .903
5.255 .94Q
5.587 .968
5.920 .996
6.232 1.020
6.583 1.042
11.542 1.333
42.000 1.333
.3.. ,;.(,~, .-,.,,.-. ,
u
—.— —. —. —
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t
.,
\’\,
I< 42.000
9’125 ~ ““542 ~ “4°7 ~
I I I A; 1
I-ior[zontalcanard 1
hinge Ilne
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+
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Vertical
:Iyea rd hirge
4
Cgu - -f-
9.458 $
)
(a) Cbqlete mcdel.
Figure 2.- D3taila of model. (All dhmmi.ons in inches. )
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Canard control panel
(b) Details of wing and canard control.
Figure 2.- Concluded.
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Figure 3.- Effect of canard deflection on aer c characteristics in
pitch. M = 2.01;
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Figure 4.- Ca&rd-control effectiveness. M = 2.01; q = 90° l
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Fi~e 5.- Effect of center-of-~avity location on longitudinal trim
characteristics. M = 2.01; ~ = 90°.
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Figure 6.- Effect of wing-tip-control deflection on aerodynamic character-
. istics in pitch. M = 2.01; p= OO.
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ckacteristics of wing-tip ailerons. M= 2.01.
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Figure
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Angle of attack, q deg
.
8.- Effect of angle of attack on the vertical-csnard-control
characteristics. M . 2.01; p= 00.
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